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“For each 100 million in revenue from
new products, your service revenue

should be at least 50 million”
 



It takes people and trust to
build a business relationship.

Since 2001, I have been developing and leading Operations Excellence and Customer
Experience by building organizations and processes, staffing, and growing people. 

Always with integrity and ethics.

Back in 1992, when I started my first job as a Field Engineer, I was taught by Mr.
Donald E. Bently the importance of four business values: Safety, Quality, Timelines,
and Cost. 

‘It was always about employees and business, ours and customers’.

Today, my 20+ years of experience in GE helps build and run Service business that has
a positive impact on customers’ experience and generates incremental profit.

It takes specific skills to lead Business Operations and Services. I use all my people
knowledge to connect the best candidates with the best companies.
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1.WHY SHOULD YOU FOCUS ON SERVICE?
Service brings many benefits to your company. We will show
you why it is so important for you to actively manage your
installed base (IB) and benefit from service entitlement built up
over years.
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Profit
Compared to new
products, selling services
to existing customers
delivers higher margins
and steady cash flow, it
also supports new product
sales in the future. While
new products typically sell
with a contribution
margin (CM) below 20 %,
service delivers CM over
40 %. It significantly
contributes to the profit. 

Productivity
Service requires less effort
and has a shorter cycle.
The expansion through
the installed base is a
scalable process. With an
accelerated start and
minimum viable product
(your service offering),
service expansion and
further development can
be financed with the
revenue stream coming
from the program.

Sustainability
Service promotes
acceptance and helps
customers maximize their
value from existing
products and systems

Partnership
Service has an impact on
customer experience and
loyalty. It is of tremendous
value for customers to
have partners available in
critical situations. Service
solves urgent problems
and is valued accordingly.
It builds trust and loyalty.

Progress
Customers need help with
digital transformation
 

With all these benefits in
mind, don't lose your
aftermarket business to
external service provider,
channels, or ditributors.
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2.HOW CAN YOU INTEGRATE SERVICE
INTO EXISTING PROCESSES

The starting point is always the same: an asset you have built - machine or system -
with sensors and connectivity. This is the installed base (IB). It is the foundation for a
pyramid of control and operating systems, data acquisition, asset management, plant,
and enterprise-level management.
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This is where your business can be reinvented. 
You will find growth opportunities in servicing products

you have already sold and delivered.

For assets already in operation that require retrofitting with new or additional sensors
that have no data transfer or communication functionality,
plant owners and operators have multiple options connecting these assets to this
pyramid:
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Request an upgrade retrofit solution that provides required sensors, devices,
connectivity functions from the OEM.

Upgrade all assets during the maintenance or overhaul performed by an internal
or external service organization. 

Use a plant-wide Asset Management solution provider to connect machines and
systems coming from different OEMs.

Let the partner in Digital Transformation handle all upgrades and retrofits across
the enterprise. 

"For OEMs, each of these scenarios represents different
financial outcome."



Operationally, service differs substantially from new products.
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Planning
For new equipment, the backlog
and forecast are visible for the next
several quarters, sometimes years.
Installation and commissioning
secure a steady flow of work and
revenue and can be planned in
advance. The actual need for after-
sales service cannot be planned as
easily.

Resources
Service means a lower inventory
turnover ratio for parts, but
possibly higher utilization of
service technicians (between 80
and 90 % ).

Perspective
It can be challenging to explore
the capabilities of the installed
base and the process of moving
products through lifecycle stages
until they become obsolete.

Transfer of ownership
For new products and systems, the
buyer is often not the same as the
future owner or end-user, therefore
your organization may lack basic
information: 

- location and contacts, where the
product is installed
- how (and if) it is used (number of
hours in operation, power
generated, other parameters that
determine maintenance needs)
- how it is being serviced today and
by whom.

“Service requires ownership and focus: success of the OEM
organization must be linked to services performance. Service
must be integrated into the company's operating rhythm,
with a focus on profitability and liquidity.”

3. WHAT CAN BE THE CHALLENGES IN
INTEGRATING SERVICE?
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4. HOW CAN YOU MASTER THESE
CHALLENGES?
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Imagine you want to run a marathon. You
need to improve your running ability, eat
special diet, set up your body for the
challenge. Maybe you take a coach who
will prepare you in the best possible way,
mentally and physically. 

Imagine, we are your running coach, and
we want to support you in the best way
we can to reach your goal. Why should we
be your coach? 

Because we have an additional, non-biased view on your opportunities. 
We are a fully dedicated, results-oriented coach, and we have over 20 years of
experience.

01. Expansion of Service Revenue

02. Strengths and development of the organization

03. Services program implementation plan

04. Product life cycle management

05. Purpose and value of the operating rhythm

There are 5 steps in our program to reach your company’s
goal.
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Expansion of service revenue comes from the sale of
available products to active customers. 

Step 1 → Increase the number of active customers to sell more products that are
already available/existing

Step 2 → Develop additional service offerings to grow your service market 

There are other areas that need to be considered (e.g. pricing) to increase sales and
earnings. Active engagement with existing customers will also have a positive impact
on repeat business for new equipment

02. Strengths and development of the organization

The goal is to understand what is already available and what the limitations are to
successfully drive service growth.

We will identify strengths and development needs by analyzing data and information
and by answering these questions:

Do you know your customers, and do your customers know you?
Are your customers' expectations being met, and how do you know it?
Is your commercial service offering defined and documented for each lifecycle
phase?
Do you have the internal capacity to execute and deliver service growth?

01. Expansion of Service Revenue
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Is your organization aligned with your goal?
Is your organization structured to deliver results?
How do you measure progress and performance?
What is your service operating rhythm?

We use the fishbone root cause analysis to guide the process and visualize the results.
This includes internal and external factors, resources, structures, and processes.

Below example is the result of a recent analysis.

For this organization, the size of the installed base was known, and the commercial
offerings are defined.

There is also the capacity to supply more parts and more labor.

It was a matter of prioritizing, focusing, and creating the capacity on the front line to
identify contacts, make connections, and actively promote and sell services.
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03. Services program implementation plan

1. Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of external and internal factors affecting
the expansion of the service.

2. Validation of quantity and quality of installed base (IB) data.

A. Collect required information
Define important data required for the implementation of the program:
Is the required data available? Where is it located? How will this be documented?

B. Segmentation - customers and products
Evaluation of the attractiveness of product groups for the program
- Life cycle phases defined and mapped for installed products
- Rank of customer attractiveness

C. Update database
Collect the minimum IB data required to start the program
Is there internal capacity for data collection?

D. Documentation procedures for data collection and storage
Tools for IB maintenance, database updates
Documentation of new customers and products

3. The following is the analysis and development of:

A. Commercial service offering
Marketing and commercial information for the service offering
Is the service commercialized and is offering available?

B. Evaluating new service products 
Setting priorities for effective implementation
Closing gaps in commercial offerings - development and documentation

C. Dimensioning of the addressable service market
Determining the size of the available service market
Definition of a product development plan to close the gap to the target

D. Resource requirements
People: internal, partners, outsourced
Tools: individual and global, processes
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4. Removing limitations 

A.    Development of a phased implementation plan 

B.    Defining roles and responsibilities - RASCI model for the program 

C.    Securing the necessary resources
- Initial - phase one - to accelerate the launch
- Intermediate - phase two - to sustain the program
- Completion - phase three – the complete structure of the service business

D.   Contacting customers
Creating customer awareness and generating leads
Processing requests for quotations (RFQs), quotes, and fulfillment 

E.    Establishing an operating rhythm for services
Maintain priorities and commitment to delivery
Stabilize teams and sales in line with objectives
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04. Product life cycle management

There is a common way to look at product lifecycles from a marketing perspective:
introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.

The other way to look at the product lifecycle is from a customer service and support
perspective.
There are four (sometimes more) phases that every product goes through: active
support, limited support, post-production, and obsolescence.

Each phase presents opportunities and challenges for growth and operations.
The quality of product support is more important than the product quality itself.
In an environment where product quality is a given standard, responsiveness and
support are the true differentiators.

The definitions of the different lifecycle stages of the product and the importance of
installed product database management for the commercialization of service
offerings can be seen below.
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Aftermarket  product  l i fecycles  and corresponding 
Service of fer ings model



From the moment the product is launched on the market and continuously produced
and sold, it is considered to be in an active phase of the product life cycle.
During this phase, the product is fully supported by properly trained service personnel
and maintained with spare parts. Any fault is actively addressed and removed.
Active and Normal are the two phases of the life cycle that are very service-intensive
and rich.

Once production ceases, the product enters the Limited Support phase. In this phase,
access to spare parts and qualified personnel is limited. All activities related to product
repairs, spare parts, and product testing will be based on availability. We will
experience a shortage of skilled labor and equipment.
This is a good time to launch a product replacement campaign. 

Finally, the product will move into the obsolete phase of its life cycle. This is a
commercially important moment for the OEM. At this point, parts and qualified
personnel are no longer available to support the product. The campaign to replace the
product has been underway for some time.
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Another important point in the products' live is the end of the warranty
period. It is a perfect moment to introduce your organization and services to
the customer, who may have changed meantime. It may be your opportunity
to directly connect with the end-user and operator of your equipment. We
will address warranty management in a separate document. 
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05. Purpose and value of the operating rhythm

Operating rhythm is one of the Six Sigma tools for process improvement. It is a data-
driven exchange of information between stakeholders. Its goal is to avoid errors and
disruptions while achieving the common goal. Operating rhythm maintains focus and
enables early risk mitigation.

In terms of growth, the operating rhythm for service can combine various activities
and data sharing for sales and fulfillment teams and processes. It can be set globally,
regionally, by specific product groups, or a combination of those. It will evolve over
time and is defined based on the complexity of the business and the size of the
organization.

Key performance indicators (KPIs) will be defined for each process step and their
owners. KPIS will be reported and reviewed regularly. The frequency of reviews must
match the length of the business cycle. The shorter the cycle, the more frequent the
reviews.

Here is an example of a typical set of KPIs and operating rhythm for a service sales
process with a request-to-deliver cycle less than twelve months.

The commercial process has a number of owners, contributors, and handoff points:
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In this example, a weekly operating cycle should cover the following:

1. Orders planning and forecasting for the financial period and for the manufacturing
resource plan. This will impact supply chain lead times

2. Effectiveness of activities that pique the interest of customers: collecting data,
contacting customers, and keeping in touch with them

3. Timelines and quality of request for quotations (RFQ) acceptance and proposal
preparation

4. Volume of orders received, hit rate, win rate

5. Deadlines and quality of handing orders over to the fulfillment team

A similar process and operating rhythm should be implemented for the fulfillment
teams - service, procurement, supply chain. 

The main goal is to grow service volume, deliver on time and with quality.
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Service solves urgent problems 

It is valued accordingly.

Service requires strategy

Execution is a project 

Drives cultural change

It is key to long term sustainable gorwth

Service holds great potential for OEMs and shall  be
important part of corporate development strategy

CONCLUSION

01
02
03

Service contributes to bottom line 

Focus drives growth

Service is a long term development
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NEXT STEPS
Some OEM organizations may find it difficult to build Service business

That is why at HR Expertgroup International we have developed a detailed program
to guide you through this process. We want to be your coach on your marathon. As a
company with many years of experience, we have already supported a number of
OEMs, helping CEOs and service leaders build a profitable, customer-focused service
business. 

Find out details on your service financial
performance, customers, organization 

01.  Quantify your Services  

Understand opportunities and limitations 
Set achievable targets for your organization 

02. Define your goal

Stay focused and determined
Have your team with you

03. Run 
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We are available to explore this topic further with you. Please contact us:



NEXT STEPS
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This white paper was prepared by the author in his capacity. The views and opinions
expressed here are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy
or position of HR-Expertgroup International. The information contained in this article
is for general information purposes only. You should not rely upon it as a basis for
making any business or legal decision. Any reliance you place on such material is
therefore strictly at your own risk.

DISCLAIMER


